


CleverStore takes care of replacement orders and lets store 
personnel focus on sales.  
 
The Clever sensors installed onto the store shelves monitor 
the number of fasteners and other supplies. The system moni-
tors the storage levels preset for the products. When an item 
reaches the ordering point, the system automatically places an 
order, well before the store runs out of the product.  
 
The Clever system sends the information about the need or the 
order to the selected address.  
 
CleverStore works in small parts bins and on shelves, pallets, 
floors, etc. The service system can be integrated with the 
current store presentation and the Fix master system, for 
example.
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CLEVERSTORE BENEFITS

The CleverStore system is proactive and forms a replacement order based on 
consumption, ensuring that the in-store spot and shelves do not remain empty. 
Satisfied customers are sure to return, again and again.
CleverStore ensures that the goods to be sold are available in all store 
displays.

Quick & predictive

Lower storage values,
better stock rotation

Accurate data to support 
decisions

Satisfied, stable customers

Efficient operations Extremely efficient use 
of shelving space
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Shelves

CleverBin
Small parts bins

CleverPallet
Pallets

CleverDisplay
Display boxes

All CleverStore applications have a smart sensor that monitors 
the number of goods. Once the ordering point for the item has 
been reached, the system places an automatic order.



How does CleverStore work? 
Watch the video and get more information: 

www.ferrometal.fi
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